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The Prs NP question can be seen as a questionabout thepowerof
nondeterminism in the Turing machinemodelRecallthat we resolved the
same question on simpler computational models suchas DFA us NFA and
DPDA VS NPDA

Interestingly theabove statement considers theNPdefinition using
nondeterministic Turing machines If we switch to theNPdefinition that
uses a certificate then we can rephrasethe question as

Is recognizingthecorrect answer easierthancomingupwithan answer

pay but if
PISIN

defineNPhardand
NPcompleteinthis

Qi

wewinona

lecture

Let'sentertaintheideaof P NP for aminute If one can showthatan NPcomplex
problem can be solved in polynomial time then P NPTheconsequenceswouldbe
tremendous Mathematicians andengineers would be replaced by a program since
the following language is NPcomplete so if P NP we can constructproofsforany
provablestatement inpoly time

THEOREMS Ey 1 4 has aformalproofoflength In inaxiomaticsystemA

VLSIdesignerswillbeable to compute optimum circuitswithminimumpower
requirementsWewill beable to find thesimplestformulatheory that explainsany
given data Drugdiscoveryandfinancialmarketswouldbechangedforever

Interestingly therewould be no need for randomness If P NP thenthere is no
efficiency gainfrom using randomizedalgorithms

Noprivacy sinceevery knownefficient encryption schemewould bevulnerableto
a reconstruction Nohardnessassumption Publickeycrypto

No OneWayfunctions Symmetrickeycrypto
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NPCompleteness SipserChapter 74
In the 1970s CookandLevin discovered that someproblems in NP
had a structure thatcouldbeassociatedwith alltheproblems in NP
Theseproblems are called NPcomplete andtheyhavethepropertythat ifthere is
a polynomial time algorithm for any oftheseproblemsthenall problems inNPwould bepolynomially solvableThe first NP completeproblem wewill see is
called the satisfiabilityproblem

WU p Booleanvariables canonlytakethevalues I lie True or 0 i.e FALSE
Boolean operations AND OR andNOT aredenotedas A V and I sometimes

ABooleanformula is an expression involvingBoolean variablesandoperations
Y's'Édof

for example p yay v X 12
ABooleanformula is satisfiable if thereexists anassignment ofOsand Is to the
Booleanvariablesso that of evaluates to 1

The satisfiabilityproblem is to test whethera givenformula is satisfiable

SAT Ld d is a satisfiableBooleanformula

E rem7 LI Language SATep ifandonly if P NP

Ioly altimeReducability
In Lecture 4 we saw that if problem A reduces to problem B a solution
to B can be used to solve A Inthefollowing we define a version of
reducability that takes into accounttheefficiency ofthereduction

É
computablefunction

if some polynomialtimeTM M exists thathaltswith just f w

I
ii reducible to language B

denoted as AEpB if a polynomial time computablefunction

we A ifandonly if flu EB



Pictorially

iMppappy
Notice thatthe lefthandsidepartitionsallpossible
stringswith respect to theirmembership or not

Iii

s

to languageA or its compement IE E A
I B Noticethat f doesn'thave to outputallpossible

stringsin B which iswhythegreenrectangle is
a subset of B

Transform apoly timeTMthatdecides B to a polytimeTM that decides A

AlgorithmforA

IPods f El Algyyup output accept
ifandonly if
flu EB

ThifingB is Np complete if it satisfies two conditions
A is menial timereducible to Bt

guage B is NP hard if Afp B for every AENP

Notice 4 a languagedoesn't have to be in NP to be NPhard

theoremOTransitivity If AfpB and BEpC they AfpC
If languageB is NPhardandBEP then P NP
If languageB is NP completeandBep then P NP
If languageB isNP complete thenfsgPepifff9bFfptM

ggygyhgpsgm.e

BEP InfydifP NP Thisdoesn'tholdfo
NPhardproblemsIKE Bmightbeharder
than NP i.eBEN

AnNPhardproblem isIeastashard as thehardestproblemsinNP
AnNPhardproblemmay even be undecidable theundecidableHALT languageisNPhard
NPcomplete is theclassofdecisionproblems in NPthat are thehardest inNP



Quiz 6.1 Which of the following statements is false
A Language A can beboth in P and NP
B Language A can be bothNPcompleteandNPhard
C If language A is in NPand can bedecidedinpoly time PNP
D There are no harder problems in NPthanthe NP completeproblems

Iheorem7.3fi If B is NPcompleteandBspCandCENP thenC is NPcomplete

IhecookLevintheorem S.AT is NP complete

ProofldenyToproveNPcompleteness we first haveto showthatSAT is in NP
A nondeterministic polynomial time machine can guess an assignment to
a given formulaofandaccept ifthe assignment satisfiesof

Forthesecondpart we need to showthatevery LeNP ispolynomialtimereducibleto SAT
Because we are focusing on an L that is inNP we knowfrom the NTM based
definition that there exists a NTMM that decides L

The essence of theproof is to construct a Karp reduction that takes as an
input a string w that may or may not be in L and translate it to a Boolean
expression of suchthatDol is satisfiable if M accepts

DMaccepts it of is satisfiable
Thus WeL E P e SAT

On a high level theconstructedBooleanformula of simulates the execution
ofthegiven NTM M that guarantees themembership LeNP Da

The ingenuity ofthe Cook Levin theorem is that
Can process ANY language LeNPwithout caringaboutthe
specifics of theproblem e.g is it a graphtheoryproblem

is it a numbertheoryproblem
It is thevery first NPcompleteproblemwhich meansitdidn't use Theorem 7.36 to reduceanotherNPcomplete
problem X to SAT

TITIis a Booleanvariable or a negatedBooleanvariable e.g x or I
A clause is a sequence of literals connectedwith Ors e.g x v tart V74
ABooleanformula is in conjuctivenormalform called CNF formula if it
comprises several clauses connectedwithANDs e.g

XIVXIVXJ X4 A Xzv Is uXo n XzuXo



If all theclauses have at most k literals thentheform is called KCNF
Language 35AT is defined as

35AT a I0 is a satisfiable 30nFformula

ÉÉ E SATEp 3SAT

119thWeneed to show that 35ATENP andalsopresent a polynomial timefunction thatmapsany CNFformula validinput to test SATmembership
to a 30nFformulaof suchthat y is satisfiable ifandonly if of issatisfiable

A nondeterministic polynomial time machine can guess an assignment to a given 3CNF
formula andaccept ifthe assignmentsatisfiestheformula

Kitionforthmapping

From 4CNF to 3CNF Suppose wehave D X VI vIzvx4 then we can introduce
a new variable z and construct thefollowing two clauses

C X VI vz and Cz F VXyv E

If y is satisfiable thereexists an assignment to Z thatsatisfiesboth c and ca
If c and ca are satisfiable there exists an assignmentsuchthatof is satisfiable

Generalize suppose we have a clause of size k
p C YEr Ca TK NXNEC XV VXk 2V25 3literalsk I literalsX

É Applythispoly time transformation until all clauseshave at most 3 liter
Ba

IND
An independent set of size k is a set ofvertices S suchthat 1st k andfor
alledges up eE at most one endpoint is in S

Either nots or vets or wives
0 0 O O E O O

o o o o o o
OO O o o o o

O O O O O O

Language IND Gk Gis a graphwithan independent setofsize k

Theorem 35ATEplND



y isgiventoyou
Proofi Intuitively we want to receive a 3SATvalidinputd itmay ormaynot be
satisfiable and create a graph 6 suchthat if there is a k size independent set
we cantranslate it to a satisfying assignment forof

Weneed to encode an input of 35 AT to a graph
example Lex hexyl

a LIVE.gr
Clncorrea Attempt1 Introduce a vertex forevery literal ofeveryclausewhere we assign

thevaluethatmakes it true For example for C X VX VXz

x

I Everysatisfyingassignment of d can be translated to an independent see
35AT IND

Notevery independent set can be translated to a satisfying assignment
3 SATE IN DX

x
Thehighlighted set is a independentset of
size 3 but can not give us a satisfyingassignment

O y y

I cannot be both TRUEandFALSE

Incorrect

Attempt2 Use theedges oftheconstructedgraph to forbid assignments
where the same variableappears as bothTRUE and FALSE

Add an edge if the truthassignments ofthesavariableare
conficting



we cannot allowvertices like

and Xi
is

to be both intheindependent
set Similarargument for

A This improved graph construction is still notwhatwe want
Much like before everysatisfyingassignment of d can be translated
to an independent set

3sAT IND

Notevery independent set can be translated to a satisfyingassignment
3 SATE IN DX

W
Thehighlighted set is a independentset of
size 3 but cannot give us a satisfyingassignment

The firstclause C is not satisfiedbythis
truth assignment

Attempts Add more edges to guarantee thatexactly one literal
ispicked from eachclause

That is add edges between every per of literals ineachclause



then not
onlyevery satisfying assignment
gives an independent set

but also
every independent set gives a
satisfying assignment

35AT INDV
3 SATE INDV

Amoreformaltreatment
ThereductionshouldworkforALLpossibleinputs

Givenanyarbitrary ATinpetwith u Booleanvariablesandm clauses the TM
that computesthe Karpreduction function outputs a graph G V E

Thefeffey offGriddefined as v v ouzo uvm whereVj is a groupofverticesth
has up to three vertices onevertexper literal thatcorrespond to literalsofthej th
clause Theedge set is defined as E E UEg where E contains oneedgeforeach
pairof vertices that belong to the same clause and Eg contains one edgefor
pair of conflicting vertices e.g andXi The KarpreductionassignsEmRemembertheoutputof fshould

Showthat it takespolynomialtime be a G K

Since we have m clauses the resulting graphwillhaveat most 3m vertices Since
there are m clauses theedge set E contains at most3medgeswhiletheedgeset

So overall theKarp

am most

reductioncreates a graphwith
0 m vertices and 0cm edgeswhich
takes polynomial time

Showthatde35AT Fla E IND

Given a truthassignment thatsatisfies d theremustbe a literalthat is true for
enchclause.Wefortthe set s from the graph 6 thatwas given as an output
in theKarp reduction by choosing the vertices as follows



Iteratethrough all clauses foreach clausepick a literalthat isTRUE wemight
have more than one according to the given truth assignment and choosethe
corresponding vertexfromG as a member of the vertex set S
Provethatm is an independentset of size m S is constructedbychoosingexactly
one vertex per clause therefore 151 m As a next step we have to show
that there are no edges between the vertices in S Notice that

Eachvertex of S belongs to a different clause clusterthereforethere
are no edges from E between anypair ofvertices from S
The given truth assignment is not conflicting therefore there

are no edges from E between anypair ofvertices from S
Thus the constructed set S is an independent set of size m

ILENE DESI
Given an independent sets of size EtÉÉÉ É É
rewanttofindatruthassignment thatsatisfies d
Because oftheway we constructed G an independent setof size m musthave
exactly one vertex from each clausecluster dueto theE edges
Additionally since S is an independent set there are no Ez edgesthat connect
vertices in S Therefore there are no conflicting truth assignmentsThus to
generate a truth assignment that satisfiesd we pickthe literal associatedwith
each node in S and assign either TRUE or FALSEdepending on itslabel inGB


